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Abstract
Stability of a generalized variational inequality with either the mapping or the set perturbed is discussed in
reflexive Banach spaces, provided that the mappings are pseudomonotone in the sense of Karamardian. As
a byproduct, generalized variational inequality having nonempty and bounded set is proved to be equivalent
to the strictly feasibility.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we assume that X is a reflexive Banach space with dual X∗. Let K
be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and let F :K → 2X∗ be a set-valued mapping from
K into X∗. The generalized variational inequality problem, denoted by GVIP(F,K), is to find
x ∈ K and x∗ ∈ F(x) such that
〈
x∗, y − x〉 0, for all y ∈ K. (1)
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(DVIP(F,K)) which is to find x ∈ K such that
sup
y∗∈F(y)
〈
y∗, x − y〉 0, for all y ∈ K. (2)
The DVIP(F,K) has been originally discussed in [1] (see also [2]) and further developed by
many researchers; see [3] and references therein. As we will see in Section 3, the solution set
of DVIP(F,K) is nonempty if F is properly quasimonotone on K ; moreover, every solution of
DVIP(F,K) is also a solution of GVIP(F,K) when F is upper hemicontinuous.
Studying the stability of variational inequality with perturbed data has been one of the main
subjects in mathematical programming; see [4–10]. Most of the results considered variational
inequality with the mapping F single-valued and continuous (even smooth) and the space is
finite dimensional, and the main tool used is the theory of topological degree. [11–14] studied the
stability of variational inequalities and of quasivariational inequalities under some assumptions
different from those of the main results in this paper.
Assuming that the barrier cone of K has nonempty interior, [15] presented a comprehensive
study of the stability of the solution set of GVIP(F,K) where F is a maximal monotone set-
valued mapping, and [16] discussed the stability of the solution set of a so-called semicoercive
variational inequality. A semicoercive mapping is always monotone and hence pseudomonotone
in the sense of Karamardian [17]. One can see [18] for related discussion. The main purpose of
this paper is to discuss the stability of the solution set of GVIP(F,K) when F is pseudomonotone
which is weaker than monotone mappings and semicoercive mappings.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we recall some concepts in convex
analysis and present some basic results. In Section 3, we present several equivalent characteri-
zations for dual/variational inequality to have nonempty and bounded solution set. Stability of
the solution set of GVIP(F,K) with the mapping F and the set K perturbed is discussed in
Section 4.
2. Notations and basic results
Let X and X∗ be as in Section 1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X and let
barr(K) :=
{
x∗ ∈ X∗: sup
x∈K
〈x∗, x〉 < ∞
}
denote the barrier cone of K . The recession cone of K is the closed convex cone defined by
K∞ := {d ∈ X: ∃tn ↓ 0, ∃xn ∈ K, tnxn ⇀ d}.
Here “⇀” stands for the weak convergence. It is known that, given x0 ∈ K ,
K∞ = {d ∈ X: x0 + λd ∈ K, for all λ > 0}.
For a nonempty set D in X, D− := {x∗ ∈ X∗: 〈x∗, x〉  0, ∀x ∈ D} and int(D) denotes the
interior of D. In view of [19, Proposition 3.10], barr(K)− = K∞.
It is well known if the space X is finite dimensional, then a closed convex set K is bounded if
and only if K∞ = {0} [20, Theorem 8.4]. When the space X is infinite dimensional, the following
result holds.
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X with barrK has nonempty
interior. Assume that C is a nonempty closed convex subset of K . Then C∞ = {0} if and only if
C is bounded.
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int(barrK) = ∅, int(barrC) = ∅. By (3.3) in [15], C has a bounded nontrivial section. Thus
Corollary 4(c) in [15] implies that C is bounded. 
Proposition 2.2. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X. If barrK has nonempty interior,
then there does not exist {xn} ⊂ K with each ‖xn‖ → ∞ such that xn‖xn‖ ⇀ 0. If additionally K
is a cone, then there does not exist {dn} ⊂ K with each ‖dn‖ = 1 such that dn ⇀ 0.
Proof. Since barrK has nonempty interior, the first assertion follows from [16, Proposition 2.1]
and [16, Lemma 2.4]. Now we prove the second assertion. If not, then there is a sequence
{dn} ⊂ K with each ‖dn‖ = 1 such that dn ⇀ 0. Let xn := ndn. Then {xn} ⊂ K as K is a cone,
‖xn‖ = n → ∞, and xn‖xn‖ = dn ⇀ 0. This contradicts to the first assertion. 
Let {An} be a sequence of sets in X, we define
ω-limsup
n→∞
An :=
{
x ∈ X: ∃{nk} and xnk ∈ Ank such that xnk ⇀ x
}
.
Note that if {An} is a decreasing sequence of closed convex subsets of X, then
ω-limsup
n→∞
An =
∞⋂
n=1
An. (3)
To see this, let x ∈ X\⋂∞n=1 An. Then there exists N such that x /∈ AN , that is, X\AN is a weakly
open neighborhood of x disjoint from AN and hence disjoint from An for all n  N (because
{An} is decreasing). This implies that x /∈ ω-limsupn→∞ An and hence that ω-limsupn→∞ An ⊂⋂∞
n=1 An. Therefore (3) is true as the converse inclusion is evident.
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a closed convex set in X with int(barrK) nonempty and {An} be a sequence
of nonempty closed convex subsets of K with A := ω-limsupn→∞ An nonempty and bounded.
Then there exists a subsequence {nk} such that Ank is bounded for every k.
Proof. Since barr(K∞) = (K∞)− ⊃ barr(K) and since int(barrK) = ∅, we obtain that
int(barr(K∞)) is nonempty.
To prove the lemma, let us suppose on the contrary that there exists a positive integer N such
that An is unbounded for all n >N . By Proposition 2.1, there exists a unit vector dn ∈ (An)∞.
Let x0 ∈ A and λ > 0. Then there exist {nk} and xnk ∈ Ank such that xnk ⇀ x0. Since X is
reflexive, without loss of generality, we assume that dnk ⇀ d0 for some d0 ∈ X (otherwise take
a subsequence of {nk} instead). Being int(barr(K∞)) nonempty, Proposition 2.2 implies d0 = 0.
Since dnk ∈ (Ank )∞ and xnk ∈ Ank , xnk + λdnk ∈ Ank . Since dnk ⇀ d0 and xnk ⇀ x0, we have
xnk + λdnk ⇀ x0 + λd0. It follows that
x0 + λd0 ∈ ω-limsup
n→∞
An ≡ A.
Since λ > 0 is arbitrary, 0 = d0 ∈ A∞. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that A should not be
bounded. This contradicts to the assumption that A is bounded. 
Proposition 2.3. Let K be a closed convex set in X with int(barrK) = ∅. Let h :K → R be
a lower semicontinuous convex function and r1, r2 ∈ R with r1 < r2. If the level set {x ∈ K:
h(x) r1} is nonempty and bounded then so is the set {x ∈ K: h(x) r2}.
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{x ∈ K: h(x) r2} are the same. Since {x ∈ K: h(x) r1} is bounded, its recession cone is {0}.
Therefore the recession cone of {x ∈ K: h(x) r2} is {0}. The conclusion follows from Propo-
sition 2.1. 
Definition 2.1. Let F :K → 2X∗ be a set-valued mapping. F is said to be
(i) monotone on K if, for each pair of points x, y ∈ K and for all x∗ ∈ F(x) and y∗ ∈ F(y),
〈y∗ − x∗, y − x〉 0;
(ii) pseudomonotone on K if, for each pair of points x, y ∈ K and for all x∗ ∈ F(x) and
y∗ ∈ F(y), 〈x∗, y − x〉 0 implies that 〈y∗, y − x〉 0;
(iii) stably pseudomonotone on K with respect to a set U ⊂ X∗ if, F and F(·) − u are pseudo-
monotone on K for every u ∈ U ;
(iv) properly quasimonotone if, for every set of finite points x1, . . . , xn ∈ K and every x in the
convex hull of {x1, . . . , xn}, there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that supx∗∈F(xi)〈x∗, x−xi〉 0;(v) upper hemicontinuous on K if the restriction of F to every line segment of K is upper
semicontinuous with respect to the weak topology in X∗.
Remark 2.1. Stably pseudomonotone mappings are introduced and discussed in [22,23]. Prop-
erly quasimonotone mappings are introduced in [24]. It was shown in [24, Proposition 4.4] that
every pseudomonotone mapping is properly quasimonotone. Moreover, the class of properly
quasimonotone mappings contains semistrictly quasimonotone mappings whose roles played in
the existence of solutions to dual variational inequality were carefully studied in [3].
The following lemmas are well-known in the literature, we refer the readers to [25, Proposi-
tion 1] and [26, Lemma 1].
Lemma 2.2. If F is pseudomonotone on K , then every solution of GVIP(F,K) solves the prob-
lem DVIP(F,K). If F is upper hemicontinuous on K with nonempty weakly compact convex
values, then every solution of DVIP(F,K) solves the problem GVIP(F,K).
Lemma 2.3. Let K be a nonempty convex subset of a Hausdorff topological vector space E and
G :K → 2E be a set-valued mapping from K into E satisfying the following properties:
(i) G is a KKM mapping: For every finite subset A of K , co(A) ⊂⋃x∈AG(x).
(ii) G(x) is closed in E for every x ∈ K .
(iii) G(x0) is compact in E for some x0 ∈ K .
Then
⋂
x∈K G(x) = ∅.
3. Boundedness of solution sets
In this section, we present several characterizations for the solution set of DVIP(F,K) to be
nonempty and bounded.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that the problem DVIP(F,K) has a nonempty solution set D. Then
D∞ = K∞ ∩ F(K)−.
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f (x) := sup
y∗∈F(y), y∈K
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
(4)
where ϕ(y, y∗) := max{‖y∗‖,1}max{‖y‖,1}. Since D is nonempty, D = {x ∈ K: f (x)  0}.
By formula (2.29) in [21], {x ∈ X: f (x) r}∞ = {d ∈ X: f∞(d) 0}. Hence
D∞ =
(
K ∩ {x ∈ X: f (x) 0})∞ = K∞ ∩
{
d ∈ X: f∞(d) 0
}
.
It remains to prove that{
d ∈ X : f∞(d) 0
}= F(K)−. (5)
Let d ∈ F(K)− and x0 ∈ X. Then 〈y∗, d〉 0 for each y ∈ K and each y∗ ∈ F(y). It follows that
f (x0 + td) = sup
y∗∈F(y), y∈K
〈y∗, x0 + td − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
 sup
y∗∈F(y), y∈K
〈y∗, x0 − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
= f (x0) < ∞, for any t > 0.
This implies that f∞(d) ≡ limt→∞ f (x0+td)−f (x0)t  0. Therefore we have F(K)− ⊂ {d ∈ X |
f∞(d) 0}.
Now we prove the converse inclusion. If d /∈ F(K)−, then there exist some y ∈ K and some
y∗ ∈ F(y) such that 〈y∗, d〉 > 0. Thus
f (x0 + td)− f (x0)
t
>
〈y∗, x0 + td − y〉 − f (x0)
t
= 〈y
∗, x0 − y〉 − f (x0)
t
+ 〈y∗, d〉
→ 〈y∗, d〉 when t → ∞.
This yields that f∞(d) 〈y∗, d〉 > 0, and hence the converse inclusion is true. 
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X. Consider the following statements:
(i) The solution set of DVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded.
(ii) K∞ ∩ F(K)− = {0}.
(iii) There exists a bounded set C ⊂ K such that for every x ∈ K \ C, there exists some y ∈ C
such that supy∗∈F(y)〈y∗, x − y〉 > 0.
Then (i) ⇒ (ii). (ii) ⇒ (iii) if barrK has nonempty interior. (iii) ⇒ (i) if F is properly quasi-
monotone on K .
Proof. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and the definition of
recession cone.
Now we prove that (ii) implies (iii). If (iii) does not hold, then there exists a sequence {xn} ⊂ K
such that for each n, ‖xn‖  n and supy∗∈F(y)〈y∗, xn − y〉  0 for every y ∈ K with ‖y‖  n.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that xn/‖xn‖ weakly converges to d . Then d ∈ K∞
by the definition of the recession cone. Since int(barrK) = ∅, d = 0 by Proposition 2.2. Let
y ∈ K and y∗ ∈ F(y). Then for all n > ‖y‖, one has
0 〈y
∗, xn − y〉
.‖xn‖
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d ∈ F(K)−. Thus 0 = d ∈ K∞ ∩ F(K)−, a contradiction to (ii).
It remains to prove that (iii) implies (i) under the assumption that F is properly quasimonotone
on K . Let G : K → 2K be a set-valued mapping defined by
G(y) :=
{
x ∈ K: sup
y∗∈F(y)
〈y∗, x − y〉 0
}
, ∀y ∈ K.
It is easy to verify that G(y) is a closed subset of K . Since F is properly quasimonotone on K ,
the mapping G is a KKM mapping from K to K .
We may assume that C is a bounded closed convex set (otherwise, consider the closed convex
hull of C instead of C). Let {y1, . . . , ym} be finite number of points in K and let M := co(C ∪
{y1, . . . , ym}). Then the reflexivity of the space X yields that M is weakly compact convex.
Consider the set-valued mapping G′ defined by G′(y) := G(y)∩M for every y ∈ M . Then each
G′(y) is a weakly compact convex subset of M and G′ is a KKM mapping. We claim that
∅ =
⋂
y∈M
G′(y) ⊂ C. (6)
Indeed, by Lemma 2.3, intersection in (6) is nonempty. Moreover, if there exists some x0 ∈⋂
y∈M G′(y) but x0 /∈ C, then by (iii), supy∗∈F(y)〈y∗, x0 − y〉 > 0 for some y ∈ C. Thus,
x0 /∈ G(y). This actually implies x0 /∈ G′(y), a contradiction to the choice of x0.
Let z ∈ ⋂y∈M G′(y). Then z ∈ C by (6), hence z ∈
⋂m
i=1(G(yi) ∩ C). Thus the collection{G(y) ∩ C: y ∈ K} has finite intersection property. Since for each y ∈ K , G(y) ∩ C is weakly
compact, it follows that
⋂
y∈K(G(y) ∩ C) is nonempty which coincides with the solution set of
DVIP(F,K). 
Theorem 3.2. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space X. Suppose
that F is upper hemicontinuous and pseudomonotone on K with nonempty weak compact convex
values. Consider the following statements:
(i) The solution set of GVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded.
(ii) The solution set of DVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded.
(iii) K∞ ∩ F(K)− = {0}.
Then (i) ⇔ (ii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii); moreover, (iii) ⇒ (ii) and hence all are equivalent if barrK has
nonempty interior.
Proof. Under the stated assumptions of F , the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is stated in Lemma 2.2.
Then the conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1, as every pseudomonotone mapping is properly
quasimonotone. 
The assumption that barrK has nonempty interior cannot be dropped in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.
For example, let X := 2, K = {x ∈ 2: |xn| n, ∀n ∈ N}, and F(x) := NK(x) ∩ B ≡ ∂dK(x)
for each x ∈ K , where B is the closed unit ball in X. Then K is a unbounded closed convex set
and F is monotone and upper semicontinuous on K with weakly compact convex values. It is
straightforward to see that the solution set of GVIP(F,K) coincides with that of DVIP(F,K)
and is equal to the unbounded set K , but since K∞ = {0}, we have K∞ ∩ F(K)− = {0}.
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(i) and (iii) of Theorem 3.2 under its assumption (f 5) instead of int(barrK) = ∅. The assumption
(f 5) is stated as follows:
(f 5) For any sequence {xn} in K satisfying that ‖xn‖ → ∞ and for each y ∈ K there exists n(y)
such that supx∗∈F(xn)〈x∗, y−xn〉 0 for all n n(y), a subsequence {xnj } exists such that{xnj /‖xnj ‖} strongly converges.
In contrast with int(barrK) = ∅, (f 5) assumes some conditions not only on the set K but also
on the mapping F .
4. Stability of the solution set
4.1. The mapping F is perturbed
Theorem 4.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X and suppose that int(barrK) = ∅.
Let (Z,d) be a metric space and let F :K × Z → 2X∗ be a set-valued mapping with nonempty
weakly compact convex values. Let u0 ∈ Z. Suppose that
(i) For each u ∈ Z, the mapping x → F(x,u) is upper hemicontinuous and properly quasi-
monotone on K .
(ii) For each x ∈ K , the mapping u → F(x,u) is lower semicontinuous at u0.
(iii) The solution set of DVIP(F (·, u0),K) is nonempty and bounded.
Then (i) there exists δ > 0 such that for every u ∈ Z with d(u,u0)  δ, GVIP(F (·, u),K) has
nonempty solution set; (ii) ω-limsupu→u0 S(u) ⊂ S(u0), where S(u) and S(u0) are the solution
sets of GVIP(F (·, u),K) and GVIP(F (·, u0),K), respectively.
Proof. Suppose that the first assertion does not hold. Then there exists a sequence {um} in Z with
limm→∞ um = u0 such that F(·, um) is properly quasimonotone on K and GVIP(F(·, um),K)
has no solution.
For every m = 0,1,2, . . . , we define a function fm :X → R by
fm(x) := sup
y∈K,y∗∈F(y,um)
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
where ϕ(y, y∗) := max{‖y∗‖,1}max{‖y‖,1}. One can easily verify that for every m,
0 fm(x) 1 + ‖x‖, for all x ∈ K. (7)
Since K is a closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space X, there exists x0 ∈ K such that
‖x0‖ = infx∈K ‖x‖. Put r := ‖x0‖ + 2. It follows from (7) that fm(x0) < r .
Define Am := {x ∈ K: fm(x) r} for every nonnegative integer m. By the definition of f0,
{x ∈ K: f0(x)  0} is exactly the solution set of DVIP(F (·, u0),K) and hence is nonempty
and bounded by the assumption (iii). Since int(barrK) = ∅, Proposition 2.3 (applied to f0, 0,
and r in place of h, r1, and r2) implies that the set A0 is nonempty and bounded. In view of
the discussion in the previous paragraph, each Am is nonempty with x0 ∈ Am. This yields the
first part of the relation x0 ∈ ω-limsupm→∞ Am ⊂ A0. To prove the second inclusion relation, let
x ∈ ω-limsupm→∞ Am. Then there exist {mk} and xmk ∈ Amk such that xmk ⇀ x. Fix any y ∈ K
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such that y∗m → y∗. Since xmk ∈ Amk ,
〈y∗mk , xmk − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗mk )
 r.
Letting k → ∞, we obtain
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
 r.
This implies that f (x) r and hence x ∈ A0. Thus we have established
ω-limsup
m→∞
Am ⊂ A0. (8)
In view of Lemma 2.1, there exists a positive integer p such that Ap is bounded which is also
nonempty as it contains x0.
Define Ki = {x ∈ K: ‖x‖ i} (i ∈ N) and
gi(x) := sup
y∗∈F(y,up), y∈Ki
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
.
For every i, since Ki is bounded and F(·, up) is properly quasimonotone, in view of [29, Theo-
rem 5.1], DVIP(F(·, up),Ki ) has nonempty solution set: There exists some xi ∈ Ki such that
sup
y∗∈F(y,up)
〈
y∗, xi − y
〉
 0, for all y ∈ Ki; (9)
therefore gi(xi) = 0.
Let Di := {x ∈ K: gi(x)  r}. Then xi ∈ Di and the sequence {Di} is decreasing with⋂∞
i=1 Di = Ap . Since Ap is nonempty and bounded, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and (3) that
there exists i0 such that Di0 is bounded whenever i  i0. Let  be a positive integer satisfying
that supx∈Di0 ‖x‖ <  and i0  . Then x ∈ D ⊂ Di0 , and hence ‖x‖ < .
We claim that x solves GVIP(F (·, up),K). Indeed for each y ∈ K there exists sufficiently
small t > 0 such that yt := x + t (y − x) ∈ K. It follows from (9) that for sufficiently small
t > 0, supy∗∈F(yt ,up)〈y∗, x − yt 〉 0, and hence
inf
y∗∈F(yt ,up)
〈
y∗, x − y
〉
 0.
Since F is upper hemicontinuous, it follows that infx∗∈F(x,up)〈x∗, x − y〉 0. Since y ∈ K is
arbitrary, we obtain that
sup
y∈K
inf
x∗∈F(x,up)
〈
x∗, x − y
〉
 0.
As K is closed convex and F(x,up) is weakly compact convex, it follows from the Sion mini-
max theorem [30] that there exists some x∗ ∈ F(x,up) such that
sup
y∈K
〈
x∗ , x − y
〉
 0.
Thus x solves GVIP(F(·, up),K). This is a contradiction because up is chosen such that
GVIP(F(·, up),K) has no solution. This verifies the first assertion.
Now we prove the second assertion. In view of Lemma 2.2, the assumptions yield that the
solution set S(u0) of GVIP((,F )(·, u0),K) is nonempty. The conclusion follows from a similar
argument of (8). 
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Theorem 4.2. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X and suppose that int(barrK) = ∅.
Let (Z,d) be a metric space and let F :K × Z → 2X∗ be a set-valued mapping with nonempty
weakly compact convex values. Let u0 ∈ Z. Suppose that
(i) For each u ∈ Z, the mapping x → F(x,u) is upper hemicontinuous and pseudomonotone
on K .
(ii) For each x ∈ K , the mapping u → F(x,u) is lower semicontinuous at u0.
(iii) The solution set S(u0) of GVIP(F (·, u0),K) is nonempty and bounded.
Then (i) there exists δ > 0 such that for every u ∈ Z with d(u,u0)  δ, GVIP(F (·, u),K) has
nonempty solution set; (ii) ω-limsupu→u0 S(u) ⊂ S(u0).
The following result establishes the equivalence between strict feasibility and the boundedness
of solution set of GVIP(F,K), which improves Theorem 2.3 in [22].
Theorem 4.3. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in a reflexive Banach space X with
int(barrK) = ∅. Suppose that F is upper hemicontinuous on K with nonempty weakly compact
convex values and stably pseudomonotone on K with respect to a sequence {ξn} in int(−barr(K))
which converges to the origin. Then the solution set of GVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded if
and only if F(K)∩ int(−barr(K)) = ∅.
Proof. We refer to [22, Theorem 2.3] for the argument on the proof of the “if” part. Now we only
prove the “only if” part. Assume that the solution of GVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded. Put
Z := X∗ and F(x, ξ) := F(x) − ξ where x ∈ K and ξ ∈ X∗. Applying Theorem 4.2, we obtain
that for sufficiently large n, GVIP(F −ξn,K) has nonempty solution set. Let xξ ∈ K be a solution
of GVIP(F − ξn,K). Then there exists x∗ξ ∈ F(xξ ) such that
〈
x∗ξ − ξn, y − xξ
〉
 0, for all y ∈ K.
This implies that x∗ξ − ξn ∈ barr(K), and hence x∗ξ ∈ int(−barr(K)) as ξn is assumed in
int(−barr(K)). We have shown that F(xξ )∩ int(−barr(K)) = ∅. 
4.2. The set K is perturbed
In the following, we use H(K,K ′) to denote the Hausdorff distance between the sets K
and K ′, K ′ → K means H(K,K ′) → 0, and K(δ) to denote the set K + δB, where B is the
closed unit ball in X.
Theorem 4.4. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X. Suppose that int(barrK) = ∅ and that
there exists δ > 0 such that F :K(δ) → 2X∗ be a continuous set-valued mapping with nonempty
weakly compact convex values. Suppose that
(i) F is properly quasimonotone on K(δ).
(ii) The solution set of DVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded.
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GVIP(F,K ′) has nonempty solution; (ii) ω-limsupK ′→K S(K ′) ⊂ S(K), where S(K ′) and S(K)
are the solution sets of GVIP(F,K ′) and GVIP(F,K), respectively.
Proof. Suppose that the conclusion does not hold. Then for any positive integer m, there exists
a closed convex set Km such that H(K,Km) < 1/m, but GVIP(F,Km) has no solution. So
K ⊂ Km + (1/m)B and Km ⊂ K + (1/m)B. (10)
For each m, we define hm :X → R by
hm(x) := sup
y∗∈F(y), y∈Km
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
where ϕ(y, y∗) := max{‖y∗‖,1}max{‖y‖,1}.
Since K is a closed convex set in the reflexive Banach space X, there exists x0 ∈ K satisfying
that ‖x0‖ = infx∈K ‖x‖. Let r := ‖x0‖ + 2. For every m, in view of the first expression in (10),
there exist ym ∈ Km and bm ∈ (1/m)B such that x0 = ym + bm. It follows that ‖ym‖ ‖x0‖ +
‖bm‖ ‖x0‖ + 1/m ‖x0‖ + 1. Set Am := {x ∈ Km: hm(x) r}. We claim that for every m,
Am contains ym and hence is nonempty. Indeed, in view of the definition of hm, hm(ym) 
1 +‖ym‖ ‖x0‖+ 2 ≡ r . Moreover, x0 ∈ ω-limsupm→∞ Am, because ym ∈ Am for every m and
the sequence {ym} converges to x0 in the norm topology and hence in the weak topology.
Recall that f is defined in (4). Let A := {x ∈ K: f (x)  r}. Since {x ∈ K: f (x)  0}
coincides with the solution set of DVIP(F,K) and hence is nonempty and bounded by the
assumption (ii), and since f is a convex function, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that A is
nonempty and bounded.
We claim that
ω-limsup
m→∞
Am ⊂ A. (11)
Let x ∈ ω-limsupm→∞ Am. Then there exists a sequence {xmj } with each xmj ∈ Amj such that
xmj converges to x in the weak topology. Since xmj ∈ Kmj , in view of the second expression
in (10), there exists zmj ∈ K such that limj→∞ ‖xmj − zmj ‖ = 0. This together with the weak
convergence of xmj to x yield that zmj weakly converges to x. Thus we obtain x ∈ K as K is
closed convex and hence weakly closed. Now we prove f (x)  r and thus x ∈ A. Given any
y ∈ K and y∗ ∈ F(y), in view of the first expression in (10), for every j , there exist yj ∈ Kmj
such that limj→∞ yj = y. Since F is lower semicontinuous, there exists a sequence of elements
y∗j ∈ F(yj ) such that limj→∞ y∗j = y∗. Since xmj ∈ Amj , hmj (xmj ) r . In view of the definition
of hmj , 〈y∗j , xmj − yj 〉/ϕ(yj , y∗j ) r . Letting j → ∞, we obtain that 〈y∗, x − y〉/ϕ(y, y∗) r .
Since y ∈ K and y∗ ∈ F(y) are arbitrary, it follows that f (x) r .
In view of Lemma 2.1, there exists a positive integer M such that the nonempty set AM is
bounded.
Define Li = {x ∈ KM : ‖x‖ i} (i ∈ N) and
pi(x) := sup
y∗∈F(y), y∈Li
〈y∗, x − y〉
ϕ(y, y∗)
.
For every i, since Li is bounded and F is properly quasimonotone, in view of [29, Theorem 5.1],
DVIP(F,Li) has nonempty solution set: There exists some xi ∈ Li such that
sup
y∗∈F(y)
〈
y∗, xi − y
〉
 0, for all y ∈ Li; (12)
therefore pi(xi) = 0.
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i=1 Ei = AM . Since AM is nonempty and bounded, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and (3) that
there exists i0 such that Ei0 is bounded whenever i  i0. Let  be a positive integer satisfying
that supx∈Ei0 ‖x‖ <  and i0  . Then x ∈ E ⊂ Ei0 , and hence ‖x‖ < .
We claim that x solves GVIP(F,Km). Indeed for each y ∈ Km there exists sufficiently small
t > 0 such that yt := x + t (y − x) ∈ L. It follows from (12) that for sufficiently small t > 0,
supy∗∈F(yt )〈y∗, x − yt 〉 0, and hence
inf
y∗∈F(yt )
〈
y∗, x − y
〉
 0.
Since F is upper hemicontinuous, it follows that infx∗∈F(x)〈x∗, x − y〉  0. Since y ∈ Km is
arbitrary, we obtain that
sup
y∈Km
inf
x∗∈F(x)
〈
x∗, x − y
〉
 0.
As Km is closed convex and F(x) is weakly compact convex, it follows from the Sion minimax
theorem [30] that there exists some x∗ ∈ F(x) such that
sup
y∈Km
〈
x∗ , x − y
〉
 0.
Thus x solves GVIP(F,Km). This is a contradiction to the choice of Km. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 4.4, we have the following result.
Theorem 4.5. Let K be a nonempty closed convex set in X. Suppose that int(barrK) = ∅ and that
there exists δ > 0 such that F :K(δ) → 2X∗ be a continuous set-valued mapping with nonempty
weakly compact convex values. Suppose that
(i) F is pseudomonotone on K(δ).
(ii) The solution set of GVIP(F,K) is nonempty and bounded.
Then (i) there exists ε > 0 such that for every closed convex set K ′ satisfying H(K,K ′) < ε,
GVIP(F,K ′) has nonempty solution; (ii) ω-limsupK ′→K S(K ′) ⊂ S(K), where S(K ′) and S(K)
are the solution sets of GVIP(F,K ′) and GVIP(F,K), respectively.
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